Quinn Brady Memorial

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
MONDAY APRIL 8, 2024

PROGRAM PRESENTING SPONSOR - $25,000
- Program Presenting Sponsor Acknowledgement throughout program.
- One Foursome Plus Four Extra Dinners (Total 8 Dinners)
- VIP Tour of USC Norris Comprehensive Cancer Center
- Lunch with USC Norris Comprehensive Cancer Center Director
- Acknowledgement Gift

AUCTION SPONSOR - $10,000
- Auction Sponsor Acknowledgement throughout the program
- One Foursome Plus Four Extra Dinners (Total 8 Dinners)
- Acknowledgement Gift

CARDINAL & GOLD SPONSOR - $5,000
- Cardinal and Gold Sponsor acknowledgement throughout program
- One Foursome Plus Four Extra Dinners (Total 8 Dinners)
- Acknowledgement Gift
GOLF CART SPONSOR - $5,000
• Golf Cart Sponsor acknowledgement throughout program
• One Foursome Plus Four Extra Dinners (Total 8 Dinners)
• Acknowledgement Gift

LUNCH SPONSOR - $5,000
• Lunch Sponsor acknowledgement throughout program
• One Foursome Plus Four Extra Dinners (Total 8 Dinners)
• Acknowledgement Gift

DINNER SPONSOR - $5,000
• Dinner Sponsor acknowledgement throughout program
• One Foursome Plus Four Extra Dinners (Total 8 Dinners)
• Acknowledgement Gift

COCKTAIL SPONSOR - $3,500
• Cocktail Sponsor acknowledgement throughout program
• One Foursome Plus Four Extra Dinners (Total 8 Dinners)
• Acknowledgement Gift

SWING AGAINST CANCER SPONSOR - $3,000
• Swing Against Cancer Sponsor acknowledgement throughout the program
• One Foursome Plus Four Extra Dinners (Total 8 Dinners)
• Acknowledgement Gift

FIGHT ON TEE SPONSOR - $1,000
• Fight On Sponsor acknowledgement throughout the program
• One Golfer and One Extra Dinner (Total 2 Dinners)
• Tee Sign on Course

FRIENDS OF USC NORRIS SPONSOR - $500
• Friends of USC Norris sponsor acknowledgement throughout the program.
• Two Dinners

Contacts:
Hannah Padilla – 619.820.1290
Hannah.Padilla@med.usc.edu

Bill Poland – 310-291-7179
bill@bill-poland.com

USC Tax Identification #95-1642394